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Goals: 	To become familiar with the duties and responsibilities of the position of President-Elect and to attend the Executive Board Meeting in Vail, Colorado (August 2004)
To serve as the Program Co-Chair of the 2005 TED Conference in Portland, Maine
To work collaboratively with the Local Arrangements Chair on the 2005 TED Conference
To serve as the TED Representative to the Program Advisory Committee for the CEC 2005 Convention
To assume a Short-Term Leadership Role in the TED Research Collective 



Accomplishments/Plans:
This report covers the period March 15- December 31, 2004 (since the organization has voted to adopt a calendar year organizational timeline in keeping with the changes made at national CEC). 


CEC Convention-2004 New Orleans
As part of my official duties as Vice-President, I attended and participated in the: 
--Executive Board Meetings
--TED Kaleidoscope Meeting 
--Conference Advisory Committee Meeting
Planning for the TED 2005 Conference in Portland Maine
Prior to the Convention, (via e-mail), Georgia Kerns and I  formed the TED 2005 Conference Planning Committee and discussed/selected (via e-mail) a conference theme to present to the Board  (The New Era of Accountability: Challenges and Opportunities). During the conference, we met (as a committee) to discuss how we might wish to organize “featured” speakers (keynote, showcase speakers) for the convention. Although we didn’t leave with any firm decisions, we did plan to investigate some possibilities (such as: Linda Darling-Hammond, William Saunders, Russ Whitehurst, Sharon Vaughn, Russell Gersten, etc.) and have data to present at the Board Meetings November, 2004. 

Participation in the Program Advisory Committee Meeting, July 24-26, 2004.  As part of my duties as Vice –President, I spent July 24-26, 2004 in Alexandria, Virginia at CEC Headquarters participating in the Program Advisory Committee Meetings.  The activities involved in this accomplishment are as follows:
•creating a list of reviewers for the CEC proposals that came in to the TED Division
•sending this list of reviewers to Anna Hal at CEC
•reviewing the proposals and identifying proposal numbers that needed to be sent to each reviewer
•ensuring that all reviewers completed their assignments and that we had, at minimum, two reviews for each proposal
•prioritizing and organizing proposals for presentation
•negotiating space at the CEC convention to accommodate TED proposals

Although not directly related to my duties as Vice President or President-Elect, I have been involved in other TED activities as well. Below I list and describe each briefly.


1.	Research Collective: Sending Out an Announcement of the TED Research Collective Session at the CEC Convention in New Orleans After last year’s meeting, the Research Collective divided into two subgroups: (a) a group interested in studying best ways to measure professional dispositions and (b) a group interested in conducting a follow-up study of first year special education teachers.  A very small group of Research Collective Members met at the CEC Convention in New Orleans and drafted a plan of action for the coming year. I volunteered to finalize the action plan and send it out to TED Research Collective Members. Cindy Marble will give me a written statement of her work, to date, on standards. We hope that, by the time the conference rolls around, we will have: (1) developed a draft instrument, field=tested it and written the UCRIHS report. The Research Collective intends to meet at the TED Conference in Albuquerque, New Mexico. I will contact Tom Sileo for some space at that convention. 

Plans for the Coming Year

Plans for the Coming Year Include:

Taking a Leadership Role in Chairing the Program Committee for the TED Convention scheduled for Portland, Maine
Preparing to Chair the Conference Advisory Committee (as President-Elect) if the Constitutional Changes are Approved by the Membership
Working with Georgia Kerns to secure Keynote Speakers for the TED Conference scheduled in Portland, Maine for November, 2005
Working collaboratively with the TAM Division (if fiscal and organizational arrangements get finalized by President Epanchin) to develop a “joint conference of sorts” in Portland. Current plans include some number of TAM Preconference Workshops and a Technology Strand throughout the conference focusing on intergrating technology into teacher education coursework and using technology as a “best instructional practice.” 
Future collaborative initiatives might include such activities as setting up a series of Quality Research Indicators Presentations co-hosted by the Division for Research and TED
	 








